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a b s t r a c t

Current grid information services are centralized or hierarchical and prove inefficient as the scale of the
grid rapidly increases. The introduction of the P2P DHT technique into grids brings an encouraging path.
However, current applications of the P2P DHT technique to grids do not consider the Virtual Organization
(VO) management mode of grid resources. Frequent joining and leaving of resources requires strong self-
organization capacity of the system to maintain the rigid structure. Moreover, arranging a moderate
identifier space for a DHT ring is knotty. A large identifier space will make some nodes overloaded,
while a small identifier space will bring forth the same problem as the millennium bug. In addition,
current grid services are described in XML-based standards, which only support syntactic keyword and
taxonomy-based queries without reasoning ability at the semantic level, leading to poor precision and
integrality. To address these issues, the paper proposes a scalable DHT- and ontology-based Information
Service (DIS) for a grid system, which organizes resources into a DHT ring based on the VO mode. To
save the identifier space, only stable VOs can join DIS via a new DHT node, whereas volatile VOs join DIS
via being the sub-domain of other VOs. Furthermore, ontology-based information integration is adopted
in DIS and a novel ontology for grid resources is designed, which supports semantic-based information
queries. By integrating DHT- and semantic-based query techniques, DIS speeds up the information query
and improves the query precision and integrality. DIS is evaluated over the ChinaGrid environment and
experimental results show that DIS provides rapid resource query, high throughput and strong scalability.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Over the last ten years, grids have gained tremendous develop-
ments and various grid infrastructures have been built to integrate
a variety of resources to provide grid services to a large extent. The
integrated resources belong to different VOs in which they com-
ply with common sharing rules and security management. Due to
the intrinsic features of grids, resources enter and leave at any time
and the performance varies significantly over time, of which users
have little or no knowledge [1]. As a result, a great challenge in such
wide-area grids is to build a scalable and efficient information ser-
vice framework to support the initial discovery and ongoingmoni-
toring of the existence and characteristics of resources contributed
by different VOs. An effective and efficient information service can
help the user identify resourceswith desired attributes quickly and
accurately, and guarantee the QoS of the grid [2]. Obviously, the in-
formation service is of the first importance in the grid. Existing grid
systems mainly adopt centralized or hierarchical architecture to
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organize resources, such as UDDI [3] and Globus MDS [4,5]. These
modes are easy to implement, but as the scale of a grid system in-
creases rapidly, the root node would become a potential perfor-
mance bottleneck and a single point of failure, resulting in high
query latency and even overall system breakdown.
P2P and grid systems are both distributed resource sharing

systems having as their ultimate goal the harnessing of resources
across the Internet. In recent years, P2P and grid systems have
been slowly converging and the techniques used in each of these
two different types of systems will result in a mutual benefit [6,7],
encouraging the increasing adoption of P2P techniques in grids. To
maximize the efficiency, it is helpful to consider the differences
between grid and P2P systems. First, in P2P, resources are
completely independent and managed in peer mode, and can
enter, leave, and rejoin the system unpredictably at the whim of
individual users. In a grid, however, resources are often owned by
research centers, public institutions, or large enterprises, in such
organizations resources are generally stable or slowly changing.
So, grids organize resources in VO mode and their dynamic
nature mainly results from the fact that resource performance
varies significantly over time (e.g., available CPU cycles, memory,
storage and network bandwidth). Second, the services provided
by P2P mainly focus on file sharing (e.g., Gnutella, Kazaa), real
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time data transfer (e.g., telephony such as Skype), cycle stealing
(e.g., SETI@Home) and collaboration (e.g., Groove). The service
with which grids are concerned is not primarily file exchange but
rather direct access to various kinds of resources, so grids are often
used for complex scientific and commercial applications which are
time critical and comply with strict QoS requirements. Finally, P2P
usually indexes and manages < key; value > pairs of resources,
and naturally supports an exact query for a value (e.g., file location)
given a search key, whereas resource queries in a grid are mostly
attribute dependent, e.g., range query, arbitrary query and multi-
attribute query.
Recently, there has been growing interest in studying the use

of the P2P DHT technique in large scale grids [8–11]. Existing
DHT-based grid information services have to face some challenges.
First, a resource node joins the DHT ring as a new DHT node.
This leads to large numbers of DHT nodes in the DHT ring and
makes it difficult to maintain the rigid DHT structure. For instance,
consider a grid system with n VOs, and m resource nodes in each
VO. Thus, in the DHT ring, there would be n × m DHT nodes.
The joining and leaving of any node would result in the updating
of the DHT ring, e.g., refreshing the finger table of each node,
deleting or transferring the correlative < key; value > pairs.
Moreover, it is troublesome to arrange a moderate identifier space
for the DHT ring. A large identifier space will make some nodes
overloaded, while a small identifier space will bring forth the
same problem as the millennium bug. Second, a grid organizes
resources in terms of VO mode, and a VO is an integrated grid
system. The nodes in a VO would fail if any management node
broke down. Therefore, in current DHT-based grid information
systems, the failure of any management node in a VO can result
in the malfunction of multiple DHT nodes. Finally, to support
the attribute-dependent and dynamic queries in grids, existing
approachesmainly adoptmultiple DHTs for attributes and flooding
technology. Taking an n-attribute resource query as an example,
assume that the ith attribute query hasmi candidate resources and
there are x candidate matches as shown in Eq. (1):

x =
n∏
i=1

mi. (1)

Notice that:

(Min(m1, . . . ,mi, . . . ,mn))n <
n∏
i=1

mi

< (Max(m1, . . . ,mi, . . . ,mn))n. (2)

From Eq. (2), we can see that the query time lies on both
mi and n, and the time complexity of the resource query rises
exponentially as the number of attributes (n) increases.
In addition, current grid services are described in XML-based

standards such as SOAP and WSDL, which lack explicit seman-
tics. For example, two identical XML descriptions may mean dif-
ferent things, depending on the context of their usage. Similarly
two different XML descriptions may mean the same thing. This is
because the service advertisers and requesters have very different
views and knowledge regarding the same service and it is unreal-
istic to expect advertisements and requests to be equivalent. Such
an XML-based service description mechanism would only support
syntactic keyword and taxonomy-based queries without reason-
ing ability at the semantic level, leading to poor precision and
integrality.
To address the aforementioned issues, this paper proposes a

scalableDHT- and ontology-based Information Service (DIS) for a grid
system. DIS exploits the P2P DHT technique to link grid resources
into aDHT ring based onVOmode. To save the identifier space, only
the stable VO can join the DHT ring via a new DHT node, whereas
the volatile VO joins the DHT ring through being the sub-domain of
other VOs. In this paper, the stable VO is defined to be the dedicated
VO resource or the one whose historical failure ratio is lower than
a specified value; otherwise, the VO is a volatile VO. Furthermore,
ontology-based information integration is adopted in DIS and a
novel ontology for grid resources is designed, which supports
semantic-based information queries. By integrating DHT- and
semantic-based query techniques, DIS speeds up the information
query and improves the query precision and integrality.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 intro-

duces the related work. DIS is proposed in Section 3. Section 4
details the DIS protocols and Section 5 introduces the scalable re-
source query mechanism in DIS. Section 6 conducts the perfor-
mance evaluation and the paper is concluded in Section 7.

2. Related work

P2P systems are based on the principle that every resource has
the same responsibilities acting simultaneously as a client and as
a server, and are divided into two main categories according to
the connection protocol and peer organization: structured and un-
structured. Structured P2P systems employ a rigid structure to
interconnect the peers and to organize the file indices, while in
unstructured systems each peer is randomly connected to a fixed
number of other peers and there is no information about the loca-
tion of files [12]. The unstructured systems use the flooding tech-
nique to broadcast resource requests in the network. To limit the
vast number of messages produced by flooding, many techniques
have been proposed, such as TTL (Time-To-Live) tags, dynamic
querying [13], randomwalks [14] andmultiple randomwalks [15].
However, these techniques sacrifice the query integrality and only
apply to the P2P applications which require partial qualified re-
sults instead of total. Whereas, in a grid environment, all qualified
resources information is required to support the optimal resource
scheduling.
In structured P2P systems, DHT is widely used. DHT-based

systems [16–18] arrange < attribute; attribute − value >, that
is,< key; value > pairs in multiple locations across the network.
The key is the hash of a keyword froma service nameor description
generated by a hash function, such as MD5 or SHA-1, and the value
stored in the DHT can be any object or a copy or reference to it.
The DHT keys are obtained from a large identifier space, which is
distributed to the DHT nodes in a distributed and deterministic
fashion. The nodes of the DHT ring maintain links to some of
the other nodes in the DHT ring in terms of specific geometry
mode, e.g., Bamboo DHT [19], Pastry DHT [18] and Chord DHT [16].
The structured P2P systems perform better than the unstructured
systems, since the DHT-based P2P is more scalable, self-organizing
and load balancing than the pure P2P overlay networks. However,
it is difficult to maintain the rigid structure for the structured
systems in dynamic environments [20].
Recently, a number of efforts have studied the applications

of the P2P DHT technique to grids [8–11]. In these studies, grid
resources are linked into the DHT ring. To meet the attribute-
dependent queries in a grid environment, the range query, multi-
attribute query and dynamic query should be supported. Locality
preserving hashing functions are adopted [9,5] that retain the
order of numerical values in DHTs to support the range query over
DHTs. To support themulti-attribute query, some systems focus on
weaving all attributes into one DHT [10] or one tree [11]. Others
adopt multiple DHTs for attributes [9,21,22].
Several popular unstructured P2P applications such as Fast-

Track [23] and Gnutella [24] have explored organizing resource
nodes in superpeer mode to improve search performance. These
systems forward queries to high-capacity superpeers selected
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based on their capability to process large numbers of requests. A
superpeer acts as a local search engine, building an index of the
files being shared by each peer connected to it and proxying search
requests on behalf of these peers by flooding requests to other su-
perpeers [25]. DIS in the paper is similar to the superpeer in P2P,
but there are some differences between them. The differences lie in
that the peers are independent of each other in superpeer mode;
the superpeer’s failure has scarcely any effect on the peers con-
nected to it. In DIS, resource nodes are organized in VO mode. The
breakdown of the DHT node or other management nodes (e.g., job
manager and portal server) would result in the malfunction of the
entire VO. Therefore, besides acting as a search engine like the su-
perpeer, the DHT node should has other functions such as man-
aging semantic ontology and cooperating with other management
nodes.
In addition, existing approaches mainly exploit flooding tech-

nology for dynamic resource queries, leading to high traffic over-
head. In conclusion, current applications of the P2P DHT technique
to grids do not consider the VOmode of resource organization, and
result in poor performance when several VOs are present in the
grid.
To support the information retrieval over the world-wide

web, ontology-based semantic webs [26] have gained rapid
development,where data has structure and ontologies describe the
semantics of the data. The grid community has started the semantic
grid initiative to exploit the usage of semantics at different levels
of the grid [27]. An approach to semantic resource discovery in the
grid is presented [28], where DHTs are used for storing semantic
information. Semantic-based information retrieval can achieve
high query precision and integrality to find the best approximate
matches usable for the requester because resources are given
well-defined meaning carried by semantic information added to
resource descriptions, whereas syntactic keyword and taxonomy-
based matching is insufficient. In addition, the use of semantic
information is very helpful for interoperability. Ontologies in the
GRIP project are exploited [29] to describe andmatch resources in a
heterogeneous architecture comprising different grid middleware
packages like UNICORE and Globus to achieve the interoperability.

3. Design of DIS

3.1. Ontology-based information integration

As resource discovery employed in grids is to find relevant re-
sources, the overall quality of a discovery service is determined not
only by usual QoS measures such as performance, reliability and
availability, but also by its precision and integrality, that measures
how many of the discovered resources are relevant, and how rel-
evant they are. Ontology-based semantic resource discovery can
achieve higher precision and integrality than syntactic keyword
and taxonomy-based matching [26–28].
Ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared concep-

tualization. It formally specifies how to represent objects, concepts
and other entities that are assumed to exist in some area of in-
terest and the relationships among them. Ontology has four main
categories of application scenarios: neutral authoring, ontology as
specification, common access to information and ontology-based
search [30]. We mainly adopt the last two application scenarios to
solve our problem. A grid integrates various kinds of resources on
the Internet and presents to users a set of services based on the
idea of OGSA (Open Grid Service Architecture) which defines grid
services as an extension of web services and lets developers inte-
grate services and resources across distributed, heterogeneous, dy-
namic environments and communities [31]. Hence, the keywork to
build grid information ontology is delving into their deepmeanings
and relationships. Ontology is usuallymodeled using fivemodeling
Fig. 1. Grid information ontology schema.

primitives: classes (or concept), relations, functions, axioms and
instances [32]. Ontology represents many different kinds of things
in a given subject area. These things are represented in the ontol-
ogy as classes and are typically arranged in a lattice or taxonomy
of classes and subclasses. Each class is typically associated with
various properties describing its features and attributes as well as
various restrictions on them. An ontology together with a set of
concrete instances of the class constitute a knowledge base.
Fig. 1 shows the grid information ontology schema exploited in

DIS,which is depicted inOWL (WebOntology Language), aW3C rec-
ommendation [33]. In this schema, the grid root is the root object.
It owns one or more registries. Each registry manages several do-
mains (the domain is a concept similar to the virtual organization
in grid) and each domain can have a number of resource nodes. Any
deployed service belongs to some specific resource nodes, and each
application belongs to a service. The relationship between domain
and host is different to others because it is permitted that one host
belongs tomore than one domain. In addition, security and QoS are
two administrative entities.
Note that the deployed services in grid hosts (e.g., WS, WSRF

and workflow) are represented in OWL-S which is an OWL-based
web service ontology and mainly consists of three components:
ServiceProfile, ServiceModel and ServiceGrounding. The ServiceProfile
provides the information needed for an agent to discover a service,
namely, what it does, while the ServiceModel and ServiceGrounding
provide enough information for an agent to make use of a service,
namely, how it works and how to access it. OWL-S provides a
standard vocabulary that can be used together with the other
aspects of OWL to create service descriptions. It facilitates the
automation of web service tasks, including automated web service
discovery, invocation, composition and interoperation.

3.2. DIS architecture

DIS is built on top of Chord DHT infrastructure [16], which
acts as a rendezvous network connecting multiple grid VOs. Fig. 2
highlights the architecture of DIS. DIS links multiple VOs into a
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(a) DHT ring. (b) Virtual organization. (c) DHT node.

Fig. 2. Architecture of DIS.
DHT ring as shown in Fig. 2(a). In grids, VO is an integrated grid
system as shown in Fig. 2(b). Each VO can exploit hierarchical or
centralized modes and only one node (usually, the information
management node) can become a DHT node while joining the DHT
ring. Each DHT node deploys a DHT proxy acting as a bridge to link
the local VO to the DHT ring, as shown in Fig. 2(c). The DHT proxy
is the key of DIS and the capabilities of its components are defined
as below:
The ontology repository maintains ontologies relevant to grid

application domains. It is helpful for interpreting information
focus during the resource discovery and information retrieval,
because we can make use of different ontologies to interpret the
same concept at different levels of abstraction. Meanwhile, the
component stores the grid resource informationdepicted inOWL-S
and OWL-based grid information ontology proposed in Section 3.1.
Ontology management records the mapping relations and

transformation operations between the relationships or attributes
of original resource information description schema (e.g., XML-
and RDF-based) and OWL-based ontology exploited in DIS.
Themapping component realizes themapping between XML- or

RDF-based metadata and OWL-based ontology or local ontology
and OWL-based ontology, which is very important to realize DIS
because different organizations usually exploit different metadata
or ontology to describe resources and services.
Semantic analysis is in charge of interpreting and extracting

the data source under specific request criteria. This component
maintains ruleswithwhich constraints canbe applied for the query
component.
The query component is responsible for dealing with users’

query requests, including local users and remote peers. While
receiving a user’s query request, besides performing querying in
local VO, the query component also submits the query request to
the DHT ring.
Security management is in charge of system security manage-

ment. As we know, in grids, each VO adopts specific security man-
agement mode and resource sharing rules. So, while querying
across VOs, the security issues must be addressed. In DIS, the user
identitymapping andmulti-granularity general authorizingmech-
anisms are exploited to avoid the frequent user identity applying
and certificate issuing. In detail, at the beginning, some temporary
user identities and certificates are obtained from other VOs and
grid platforms, and are stored in the security management center.
When users query services across VOs, the security management
center acts as a proxy for a series of delegated actions for users,
namelymapping the user represented by the temporary certificate
to a peer user known locally on the remote VO. This paper mainly
Table 1
Finger table of DHT node 6.

6+ 2i−1 successor (6+ 2i−1)

N(6+ 21−1 = 7) N13
N(6+ 22−1 = 8) N13
N(6+ 23−1 = 10) N13
N(6+ 24−1 = 14) N22
N(6+ 25−1 = 22) N22
N(6+ 26−1 = 38) N46

focuses on the adoption of DHT- and ontology-based information
service techniques in grids.
DIS assigns each DHT node an m-bit identifier, and exploits

SHA-1 as a base hash function [34]. A DHT nodes’ key is obtained
by hashing its IP address, while the services’ key is the hash of
keywords from the service name or description. The value stored
in DIS is the service information document described in OWL-
based ontology. Similar to the Chord DHT, the service’s key k
would be assigned to the first DHT node whose identifier is equal
to or follows k in the identifier space. This node is called the
successor node of key k, denoted by successor(k). Similarly, each
DHT node maintains a finger table, containing up to m entries of
DHT nodes as shown in Table 1. Herem is the number of bits of the
resource identifier space. The ith finger of nodes n (n.finger[i]) is
successor(n+ 2i−1), where 1 ≤ i ≤ m.

3.3. Scalability

Generally, hierarchical and centralized modes are subject to
potential performance bottleneck and a single point of failure. For
example, in a complete n-level binary-tree, the root server would
maintain 2n − 1 nodes’ (or VOs) information. As the scale of the
system increases, the root nodewould be overloaded and its failure
would result in the breakdown of the overall system. In the DHT
ring, data items of resource information are distributed among
peer DHT nodes. This provides a degree of natural load balancing.
However, as resource nodes are frequently joining and leaving such
systems, strong self-organizing capacity is required to maintain
their rigid structures. In addition, the identifier space assigned to
the DHT ring is required to be specified at the beginning so that it is
troublesome to arrange a moderate identifier space for inconstant
system scale. To save the identifier space, in DIS, only stable VOs
can join the DHT ring via a new DHT node, whereas the volatile
VOs join the DHT ring through being the sub-domain of other VOs.
Consequently, DIS achieves high scalability, good load balancing
and strong resiliency to a single point of failure.
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4. DIS protocols

In this section, we describe the main DIS protocols which
specify how new resources join DIS, and how to recover from a
failure (or planned leaving) of DHT nodes. We assume thatm is the
number of bits of the resource identifier space.

4.1. Resource joining

DIS organizes various kinds of grid resources into a DHT ring
in terms of VO mode. The information management node in each
VO serves as a DHT node in DIS. However, due to the dynamic
characteristic of the grid, resource nodes can join and leave at any
time, even the entire VO. In order to guarantee an efficient resource
query, DIS must ensure that the DIS ring and the information of
DHT nodes’ finger table are up to date. In DIS, the joining resources
include entire grid VO, single grid node resource and application
service. Algorithm 1 shows the joining process of VO v via a new
DHT node. The joining process of the single grid node resource and
application service is similar and for the sake of brevity is omitted
here.
As described in Algorithm 1, when a new VO v joins DIS, a new

DHT node v is created and the identifier is obtained by hashing its
IP address (line 1). Then, the newDHT node v joins the DIS ring and
the finger tables of relevant DHT nodes in DIS are updated (lines
2–6) and some keys in the new joining DHT node’s successor are
transferred to node v (lines 7–11). Finally, the resources’ key in
the new joining VO v is dispersed onto the DIS ring (lines 12–20).
Note that the key of the node resource is calculated by hashing its
IP address to ensure that the key is exclusive (line 14), and the
key of the application service is obtained by hashing its keyword
(line 16). If a new resource joins the VO, the management node
will generate the corresponding key and place its< key; value >
pair into the corresponding DHT node. In Algorithm 1, the function
of find_successor(k) (lines 2, 18, 23) is to find the first node whose
identifier is equal to or follows the key k, denoted by successor(k),
and then the< key; value > pairwill be kept in successor(k). More
details about the find_successor(k) function can be found in [16].

Algorithm 2: Voluntary VO leaving algorithm
Input: leaving VO v 
Output: updated DIS ring

1   transfer all <key; value> pairs in v to 
v.successor;

2   p = v.precessor;
3   q = v.successor;
4   p.successor = v.successor; 
5   q.precessor = v.precessor;
6  deleteKeys(v, q);
7   updateFingerTable(q);

Procedure deleteKeys(v, n)
8     delete <key, value> pairs with resource(key) 

v in n; 
9     broadcast(n, deleting(v));

4.2. Resource leaving

In a grid, resource leaving can be classified into two categories:
voluntary leaving and unexpected leaving. In voluntary mode,
resources will inform the system while leaving. Thus, the system
can proactively update relative information. For example, when
a node resource or an application service leaves its VO, its <
key; value > pairs should be deleted from corresponding DHT
nodes. Algorithm 2 shows the voluntary leaving process of VO
v. When a VO v leaves DIS, firstly, the < key; value > pairs
maintained in theDHTnode v should be transferred to its successor
(line 1). Then, the DHT node v is removed from the DIS ring (lines
2–5) and the < key; value > pairs belonging to VO v are deleted
from the corresponding DHT nodes (line 6). Finally, the pointer
information of finger tables of the relative DHT nodes in DIS is
updated (line 7).
To delete the< key; value > pairs of VO v, all DHT nodes in DIS

have to be traversed. In Algorithm 2, the function of broadcast(n,
deleting(v)) is to reach all nodes from node n without redundant
messages to delete the< key; value > pairs of VO v (line 9),which
is based on the broadcast strategies proposed in [35] and will be
detailed in Section 4.3.
In unexpected mode, resource leaving without any notice is

mainly due to the diverse failures and error conditions. To keep
the system robust in the face of failures, DIS exploits a heartbeat
mechanism to detect unexpected resource leaving. Algorithm 3
shows the unexpected leaving process of VO v. Each DHT node in
the DIS ring periodically sends a heartbeat signal to its immediate
successor, if its next node does not respond, the updating program
will be triggered (line 1). If the successor of node n fails, node n
would find its nearest successor through the finger table (lines
2–15). Then, the failed nodes and their < key; value > pairs will
be removed from the DIS ring (lines 16, 17, 18). Finally, the finger
tables of relative DHT nodes are refreshed (line 19).

4.3. Broadcast protocol

The broadcast protocol in DIS is based on the broadcast
strategies proposed in [35]. Taking a DIS ring with N = 2m nodes
and m-bit identifier space as an example, each DHT node k has a
finger table. Fingers are pointing to the nodes k+2i−1 (1 ≤ i ≤ m).
Each of these m nodes, in turn, has its fingers pointing to another
m nodes. Each node transfers the information to all nodes in its
finger table and these nodes also forward the information to nodes
in their finger tables. In this way, all nodes are traversed in m
steps. As multiple fingers may point to the same node, redundant
messages should be avoided to reach the same node. To address
the issue, each message contains a ‘‘Limit ’’ argument, which is
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used to restrict the forwarding space of a receiving node. The
‘‘Limit ’’ argument for the node pointed by finger i is finger i +
1 [35]. This approach avoids repeatedly accessing one node with
the same messages, thus cutting the response time and improving
the system scalability.

5. Scalable resource query

5.1. Resource query types

The goal of a resource query is to locate the resources that
satisfy a given set of requirements on their attribute values. Due to
the differences between a grid and P2P, a gridmust support various
types of resource queries as follows:

• Exact query performs a lookup using a unique hash key rather
than a set of search parameters.
• Range query looks for resources specified by a range of attribute
values (e.g., a CPU with speed from 1.2 GHz to 3.2 GHz).
• Arbitrary query mainly refers to the partial phrase match or
semantic search.
• Multi-attribute query refers to the problem of finding resources
that are described by a set of attributes or characteristics
(e.g., OS version, CPU speed) and is composed of a set of sub-
queries of the above mentioned query types. In addition, the
attributes of grid resources can be static or dynamic.

5.2. Semantic-based query technique

Tomeet the requirement of various types of resource queries in
a grid environment, DIS integrates DHT query, flooding query and
semantic-based query techniques. The DHT query directly locates
the DHT node which is the successor of the key value obtained by
hashing the keyword of resource or service (see find_successor(k)
in Section 4.1). The flooding query is utilized to reach some or all
nodes to find suitable services and resources. In DIS, the broadcast
protocol mentioned in Section 4.3 is adopted to implement the
flooding query. Here, we focus on the introduction of a semantic-
based query.
A semantic-based grid resource query comprises basic concept

matching and service capability matching. Basic concept matching
is the basis of a semantic-based resource query and depends on the
semantic similarity between concepts. A number of measurement
methods have been developed in the previous decade, among
which the edge based approach is a more natural and direct way
of evaluating semantic similarity in a taxonomy. It estimates the
distance betweennodeswhich corresponds to the concepts/classes
being compared. Given the multidimensional concept space,
the conceptual distance can conveniently be measured by the
geometric distance between the nodes representing the concepts.
Obviously, the shorter the path from one node to the other, the
more similar they are. The literature [36] gives the best results.

Sim(T1, T2) = f1(l)× f 2(h)

=

eαl × e
βh
− e−βh

eβh + e−βh
if (T1 6= T2)

1 if (T1 = T2).
(3)

Here, l counts the shortest path length between T1 and T2, and
h counts the hierarchy depth from the leaves of T1 and T2 to the
top of the concept. α > 0 and β > 0 are parameters scaling
the contribution of shortest path length and depth, respectively.
The research in [36] demonstrates that the strongest correlation
between Eq. (3) and human similarity judgments is at α = 0.2 and
β = 0.6.
Service capabilitymatching ismainly responsible for the overall

capability matching of grid services, covering service type, inputs,
outputs, etc. During thematching process, the service type is firstly
checked. Then, the outputs and inputs are checked. We define the
function of service capability matching as Eq. (4):

Score(match) =
2∑
i=0

2i × Prior(Mi). (4)

Here,M0,M1 andM2 respectively denote thematching of inputs,
outputs and service type, and Prior(Mi) indicates the priority of
Mi matching, namely, the importance of Mi matching. Clearly,
the matching priority is service type, outputs and inputs. The
main rationale behind the service capability matching is that
besides the matching of service type, an advertisement service
matches a request when all the outputs of the request arematched
by the outputs of the advertisement, and all the inputs of the
advertisement are matched by the inputs of the request. This
criterion guarantees that the matched service satisfies the needs
of the requester and that the requester provides to the matched
service all the inputs that it needs to operate correctly.
Finally, we sort the matched services of the request in terms of

the matching degree of the basic concept and service capability,
and then select the service that more closely matches the request.

5.3. Scenario

In this section, we illustrate the information querying process
for one typical scenario. Consider the following example which is
a typical case of a multi-attribute dynamic range query:
Q = {Service = ‘‘image rendering’’|R ∈ {R1, . . . , RN}|

DataTypeinput &DataTypeoutput ⊃ {jpg, bmp, png} and CpuSpeed
[R] ≥ 2.0 GHz and RamSize[R] ≥ 1 GB and Free_Space[R] ≥
2 GB and OS = Linux kernel 2.4}.
This is a query that looks for an image rendering service,

which supports the following image data types: jpg, bmp and
png. In addition, the resource nodes must satisfy the following
requirements: CPU speed at least 2.0 GHz, at least 1 GB of RAM, and
at least 2GB of available disk space. The flowchart of this scenario is
shown in Fig. 3 and can be described as follows. The symbols used
in the flowchart are listed in Table 2.
(1) The query request is firstly tackled in local VO. The resource

information data are searched to find qualified resources via
semantic-based query. If they exist, return them to the user.
The query description in semantic-based description language is
shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3. The flowchart of query.

Table 2
Symbol definition.

Symbol Meaning

Hash (. . . ) Hash function such as SHA-1
Semantic (. . . ) Semantic-based query function
DHT (. . . ) DHT-based query function
LocalDocs Documents keeping the information of local resources
SKeys Hash values of keywords
SDocs Documents containing the information of specified keyword
NIPs IP address of nodes containing the image rendering service
NKeys Hash values of NIPs
NDocs Documents keeping the information of nodes whose IPs are NIPs
Paras Qualified resource nodes

(2) Meanwhile, DIS performs the query across VOs. The key
values are obtained by hashing the query keywords (such as image,
picture, photo and rendering). It is noticeable that in the real
world, one word usually has multiple senses and a concept can
be represented in different words. Also in ontology, the words
‘‘image’’, ‘‘picture’’ and ‘‘photo’’ can represent the same concept.
Therefore, in the scenario, we conduct a DHT query using multiple
keywords with similar semantic concepts to guarantee the query
integrality.
(3) DIS locates the DHT nodes keeping the image service

information by means of a DHT query and finds the service
description documents.
(4) The semantic-based query is conducted in the service

documents containing the image rendering service to find the
destination nodes, and then the hash value of nodes IP is calculated.
(5) DIS locates the DHT nodes keeping the node resource

information by means of DHT query and finds the resource
information documents.
(6) The node information documents are searched and the

performance parameters are compared to find the satisfied
resource via the semantic-based query. If they exist, return them
to user.
(7) If there are still node information documents about ‘‘image

& rendering’’ service not tackled, go to step (4).

6. Performance evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of DIS over the
ChinaGrid environment [37]. ChinaGrid, funded by the Ministry
Fig. 4. The query description in semantic-based query language.

Table 3
Number of grid nodes of universities.a

Univ. No. of nodes Univ. No. of nodes

HUST 10 NUDT 8
THU 10 NEU 7
PKU 8 SDU 9
BUAA 8 ZSU 6
SCUT 8 SEU 7
SJTU 6 XJTU 8
a Huazhong University of Science and Technology (HUST), Tsinghua University
(THU), Peking University (PKU), Beihang University (BUAA), South China University
of Technology (SCUT), Shanghai Jiao Tong University (SJTU), Southeast University
(SEU), Xi’an Jiaotong University (XJTU), National University of Defense Technology
(NUDT), Northeastern University (NEU), Shandong University (SDU), Sun Yat-Sen
University (ZSU).

of Education of China, aims to provide a national-wide grid
computing platform and services for research and education
purposes among 100 key universities in China eventually. Its
underlying infrastructure is based on the China Education and
Research Network (CERNET), covering 1500 more universities,
colleges and institutes in China. Currently, CERNET is the second
largest nationwide network in China. The bandwidth of the
CERNET backbone is 10 Gpbs. Based on CGSP 2.0 (ChinaGrid
Support Platform 2.0) [37], currently, ChinaGrid has finished the
integration of 150 TB storage capability and 15 TFlops computing
capability distributed in 20 key universities, and derives some
representative applications: bioinformatics, computational fluid,
image processing, etc. The prototype of DIS is implemented with
Java, and integrated into CGSP 2.0.

6.1. Effectiveness and efficiency

We evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of DIS over the
ChinaGrid environment in terms of QRT (query response time)
and query integrality. The testbed includes 12 sites distributed
in different universities which integrate different resource nodes,
listed in Table 3. Each site, regarded as a VO, is an integrated grid
system and has different deployed applications, covering image
processing, bioinformatics and computational fluid. These sites
are respectively organized in hierarchical mode and DIS mode.
We perform the multi-attribute dynamic query mentioned in
Section 5.3 at different sites simultaneously. Moreover, we use
MySQL and Jena to manage the metadata and ontology. Jena is a
Java framework for building semanticweb applications. It provides
a programmatic environment for RDF, RDFS and OWL, SPARQL
and includes a rule-based inference engine [38]. The ontology and
metadata stored in DISmainly cover the image service data and are
distributed in 12 university sites. Fig. 5 shows the architecture of a
portion of the ontology for the image domain.
DIS provides semantic based query, and user queries sent to

DIS are usually expressed in a semantic query language instead of
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Fig. 5. A portion of an ontology for the image domain.

Fig. 6. The query description in SQL query language.

standard SQL. To map the semantics queries to MySQL queries, the
features of a semantic query are first analyzed as follows [39]:

• a semantic query refers a field by its semantic name;
• usually explicit relation specifications such as from table, join
and union are not included in the query, see Fig. 6;
• a nested sub-query is not allowed in a semantic query.

For simplification and extendibility of query parsing, we use
for reference from the design means of the literature [39]. The
semantic query is broken into small pieces such as S_list (Selec-
tion_list), F_list (Fields_list), C_list (Condition_list), GroupBy_list
and Orderby_list corresponding to statements after keywords: SE-
LECTION, FROM, WHERE, GROUP BY and ORDERBY respectively.
For more details refer to the literature [39]. Taking the scenario in
Section 5.3 as an example, the mapping SQL query description is
shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 7 shows the QRT comparison between the hierarchical

mode and DIS mode. It can be seen that DIS outperforms the
hierarchical mode. This is mainly because in hierarchical mode,
resources are described in XML-based language. During resource
querying, each site would be accessed and all service description
documents are traversed to find the qualified resources or services.
In contrast, DIS locates the site keeping the service description
documents via exact query with the hashing value of the service’s
keywords. Moreover, a semantic-based query is conducted in the
correlative service description documents. With the DHT- and
semantic-based query techniques, DIS avoids traversing all nodes
and parsing each service description document, speeding up the
query process and improving the query precision.
To evaluate the robustness of DIS in the presence of failure,

we verify the integrality of resource matching by comparing DIS
with the general keyword-based mean in the hierarchical mode.
We adopt a failure injection mechanism to simulate the failure or
leaving of resources. The failure arrival ratio (p) follows a Poisson
distribution. The faults in grids can be classified into three types:
(1) node faults mainly result from the breakdown of physical
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components of resource node (hardware), such as memory, CPU,
disk, and so on; (2) service faults represent the fault of software,
e.g., programs, container; (3) communication faults result from
the breakdown of the network. Obviously, node faults result in
the failure of all services deployed in the node. The service and
communication faults only make partial services inaccessible. The
failure injection mechanism simulates the three types of grid
faults by injecting fault information into the system at random.
The failure simulator in our experiment comprises three main
components: information repository, failure definition and failure
injector. EachDHTnode in theDIS ring and each information center
in the hierarchical system periodically report their resources and
services information to the failure simulator and the information
is kept in the information repository. In terms of the failure arrival
ratio, the failure definition component periodically generates the
failure types and assigns the failure to the node or service selected
from the information repository at random. Then, the failure
injector sends the failure information to the relative DHT nodes
in DIS and information centers in the hierarchical system. Finally,
the failed nodes or services information are deleted from the DHT
nodes and information centers.
Fig. 8 illustrates the matching integrality at different failure ar-

rival ratios. It shows that DIS performs better than the hierarchical
mode. There are twomajor reasons to explain what Fig. 8 presents.
Firstly, in hierarchical mode, suffering from key node failure and
performance bottleneck, the system has lower query integrality in
the presence of failure, especially when the root node fails. Bene-
fiting from the P2P DHT technology, DIS is free from the key node
failure and performance bottleneck, improving the success ratio of
queries.
Secondly, the keyword-based matching mean depends on

the given keywords strictly and can not arouse sub-conceptions
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Fig. 9. QRT vs no. of queries.
of matching and reasoning. For example, consider if a node’s
operating system is described as ‘‘Redhat kernel 2.4’’ or ‘‘Debian
kernel 2.4’’. To query for a node that is ‘‘Linux kernel 2.4’’
compatible (in Section 5.3), in basic keyword search mode, the
nodes with operating system description of ‘‘Redhat kernel 2.4’’ or
‘‘Debian kernel 2.4’’ can’t be found. Similarly, to query for a node
which deployed the ‘‘image rendering’’ service, in basic keyword
search mode, the nodes with service description of ‘‘picture
rendering’’ can’t be found. However, with the sub-conceptions of
matching and reasoning ability in semantics based query mode,
the nodes with an operating system description of ‘‘Redhat kernel
2.4’’ or ‘‘Debian kernel 2.4’’ and a service description of ‘‘picture
rendering’’ would be found. So the matching integrality in basic
keyword search mode is not as good as the ontology-based mean
especially for root concepts or non-professional concepts.

6.2. Scalability

In a traditional DHT-based grid information service, each grid
resource joins the DHT ring as a new DHT node and multiple DHTs
are adopted for resource attributes, whereas, DIS organizes grid
resources into the DHT ring based on VO mode. This provides self-
refreshing capabilities toDIS, andmakes it suitable tomanage large
scale grid systems.We evaluate the scalability betweenDIS and the
traditional DHT-based grid information service mode (hereinafter
referred to as ‘‘the traditional DHTmode’’ for short) in terms of QRT
and throughput at different failure arrival ratios. The traditional
DHTmode is based on the Chord DHT-base infrastructure, exploits
multiple DHTs for resource attributes, and exploits flooding
technology to meet the range queries and broadcast. In addition,
in traditional DHT mode, any resource node joins the DHT ring as
a new DHT node.
To simulate a large-scale grid environment, the simulated

testbed is still based on the 12 sites as listed in Table 3 and each
node in the 12 sites represents one autonomous VO, in which 10
resource nodes and 10 kinds of application services are simulated.
These simulated nodes and services join and leave the grid at
random in terms of the simulator program. Thus, the maximum
number of resources and services is 95 × 20 (1900). So, in the
experiment, an 11-bit identifier was assigned to each DHT node
and service, and SHA-1 was employed as a base hash function.
The identifier space is 211. We simulate up to 1000 multi-attribute
dynamic queries shown in Section 5.3 with a waiting period of one
second between receiving a request response and issuing the next
query request at different sites simultaneously. It is important to
note that different fromSection 6.1, the query requests at each time
are different and include different number of resource attributes at
random. We adopt a failure injection mechanism to simulate the
failure or leaving of resources. The failure arrival ratio (p) follows
a Poisson distribution.
6.2.1. Query response time (QRT)
Fig. 9(a, b, c) respectively show the QRT comparison between

DIS and the traditional DHT mode with p = 0.05, 0.1 and
0.5. It shows that when the number of queries and the failure
arrival ratio are low, there is little difference in QRT between
the traditional DHT mode and DIS. As the number of queries
increases, DIS and the traditional DHT mode result in lower query
response, especially as p increases. In addition, we find that p
has a marked influence on the traditional DHT mode and less on
DIS. This is because in traditional DHT mode, due to the frequent
joining and leaving of DHT nodes, the system is busy updating the
correlative information (e.g., finger table and service information.).
This consumesmore system resources and occupiesmuch network
bandwidth, accordingly increasing the query latency. DIS is based
on VO mode, so the failure and leaving of nodes in a VO has less
impact on the DHT ring, and only the service information of failed
nodes need to be deleted from the correlative DHT nodes. DIS
saves the system resources and has little influence on the query
response. At a glance, there seems to be a small conflict between
Fig. 7 (without failure injection, p = 0) and Fig. 9(a, b) (with failure
injection, p = 0.05, 0.1). The QRT in Fig. 7 is higher than that in
Fig. 9(a, b). This is because in Section 6.2 (Fig. 9(a, b, c)), the query
requests at each time are different and include different numbers
of resource attributes at random. Whereas, in Section 6.1 (Fig. 7),
the query requests at each time include all the resource attributes
so that much time is taken to perform the querying.

6.2.2. Throughput
Fig. 10(a, b, c) illustrate the throughput comparison between

the traditional DHT mode and DIS. As can be observed from
Fig. 10(a, b, c), DIS outperforms the traditional DHT mode. It’s par-
ticularly worth noting that, as the failure arrival ratio (p) increases,
the system throughput in the traditional DHT mode is decreased
moremarkedly than in DIS. As we know, the traditional DHTmode
exploits multiple DHTs for resource attributes. While performing
a multi-attribute query, the time complexity rises exponentially
with increasing of number of attributes. An increasing number of
querieswould also result in a higher latency and lower throughput.
Based on the VO mode and ontology technique, DIS can efficiently
deal with the frequent joining and leaving of resources and con-
duct a semantic-based query with high precision and integrality,
accordingly improving the system utilization.

7. Conclusions and future work

P2P and grid are two most common types of resource sharing
systems which are widely used and have more in common. The
integration of two systems could benefit both fields. In the paper,
a scalable DHT- and ontology-based Information Service (DIS) for
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Fig. 10. Throughput vs no. of queries.
grids is presented, which exploits the P2P DHT technique to
improve the efficiency and scalability of the grid information
service. DIS integrates the advantages of the hierarchical mode
of the grid VO and the distributed mode of P2P. Furthermore,
ontology-based information integration is adopted in DIS and a
novel ontology for grid resources is designed to describe the grid
resources, which supports the semantic-based resource discovery.
By integrating DHT- and semantic-based query techniques, DIS
speeds up the information query and improves the query precision
and integrality. Experimental results demonstrate that DIS has
high scalability, efficiency and robustness.
In P2P, both unstructured and structuremodes have advantages

and disadvantages. Our future research plans to employ the hybrid
P2P mode in the grid information service. Additionally, we will
research the interoperation of heterogeneous grids based on the
ontology technique.
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